TO STUDENTS WITH AN ARRIVAL TIME

SUBJECT: Arrival time confirmation

Hi Bulldog,

Your move-in arrival time is [DATE/TIME].

Arrival times help us minimize traffic, lines and crowds—so plan to check in no earlier than your arrival time. Early arrivals will not be permitted to check in and will be asked to wait in long-term parking until their scheduled time.

For information specific to your building, including directions, unloading zone maps, check-in locations, cart checkout and more, visit the MOVE IN page of the housing website.

We’re looking forward to seeing you soon!

Kim Ellis
Associate Director for Assignments and Contracts
University Housing
University of Georgia
706-542-1421
housing@uga.edu

TO STUDENTS WITHOUT AN ARRIVAL TIME

Subject: Schedule move-in arrival time by August 8

Hi, Bulldog,

As of today, you have not scheduled a move-in arrival time in The Dawg House. If you plan to move in on August 11, 12 or 13, you must schedule an arrival time by the end of the day Wednesday, August 8.

Arrival times help us minimize traffic, lines and crowds during the first three days of move in—students will not be permitted to check in without an arrival time on these days.

If you plan to check in August 14 or 15, you are not required to schedule an arrival time.

For information specific to your building, including directions, unloading zone maps, check-in locations, cart checkout and more, visit the MOVE IN page of the housing website.
We’re looking forward to seeing you soon!

Kim Ellis
Associate Director for Assignments and Contracts
University Housing
University of Georgia
706-542-1421
housing@uga.edu